Fluorescence decay studies of the DNA-3,6-diaminoacridine complexes.
The interaction of several 3,6-diaminoacridines with DNAs of various base composition has been studied by steady-state and transient fluorescence measurements. The acridine dyes employed are of the following two classes: class I - proflavine, acriflavine and 10-benzyl proflavine; class II - acridine yellow, 10-methyl acridine yellow and benzoflavine. It is found that the fluorescence decay kinetics follows a single-exponential decay law for free dye and the poly[d(A-T)]-dye complex, while that of the dye bound to DNA obeys a two-exponential decay law. The long lifetime (tau 1) for each complex is almost the same as the lifetime for the poly[d(A-T)]-dye complex, and the amplitude alpha 1 decreases with increasing GC content of DNA. The fluorescence quantum yields (phi F) of dye upon binding to DNA decrease with increasing GC content; the phi F values for class I are nearly zero when bound to poly(dG) X poly(dC), but those for class II are not zero. This is in harmony with the finding that GMP almost completely quenches the fluorescence for class I, whereas a weak fluorescence arises from the GMP-dye complex for class II. The fluorescence spectra of the DNA-dye complexes gradually shift toward longer wavelengths with increasing GC content. In this connection, the fluorescence decay parameters show a dependence on the emission wavelength; alpha 1 decreases with an increase in the emission wavelength. In view of these results, it is proposed that the decay behavior of the DNA-dye complexes has its origin in the heterogeneity of the emitting sites; the long lifetime tau 1 results from the dye bound to AT-AT sites, while the short lifetime tau 2 is attributable to the dye bound in the vicinity of GC pairs. Since GC pairs almost completely quench the fluorescence for class I, partly intercalated or externally bound dye molecules may play an important role in the component tau 2.